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A message from Cath
Stanley, Chief Executive
“It seems impossible to think
that I am writing this whilst we
are still in the middle of a global
pandemic and lockdown, as I
was in the last newsletter. I am
sure, like me, you must feel like
this is never-ending. I am also
aware that the last nine months
have been incredibly difficult for
many of you. Some of you, like
me, have lost friends and family
to this dreadful virus. Some of you
have had the incredibly difficult
situation of not being able to visit
your loved one in a care home
or had the care and support
that you normally receive totally
disrupted, creating a host of
problems. It has and continues to
be a difficult time.

If you haven’t yet signed up to
receive information about these
fantastic events alongside our
upcoming webinars, fundraising
activity, important charity
updates, top Huntington’s tips
and things to get involved in,
please do so by visiting ‘Get
involved’ on our website and then
navigating to ‘Communication
consent’.

Whilst the charity has had to
adapt and change the way we
support you – we are still very
much here to support you.
Whether that is advice and
support through social media,
information on our website,
contact with a specialist adviser,
joining our online carers group
or branch and support group,
accessing online training or
joining a webinar, we are still here
to help so please do get in touch.

Chief Executive

COVID–19 has tested resilience.
Huntington’s disease also tests
resilience but the strength of the
Huntington’s community, and
the hope for the future through
clinical drug trials, will triumph.”

Cath Stanley
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Welcome from our new Chair of
Trustees, Professor Hugh Rickards
“It’s such a privilege to be the
Chair of Trustees. I’ve worked
with people with Huntington’s
disease and their families since
the early 1990s and I’ve always
been in awe of the work of the
Huntington’s Disease Association,
so to get the chance to work in
this role is a huge honour and a
big responsibility.
There’s so much to be done.
Our organisation is growing and
changing, and the COVID-19
pandemic has meant we’ve
had to act quickly to continue
supporting people with
Huntington’s and their families,
as well as supporting those who
work for the charity.
Beyond surviving the pandemic,
we have a range of other
challenges ahead. We have
benefitted from the furlough
scheme and, through good
financial stewardship and

creative fundraising, we’re in as
good a position as we can be.
This means that we can continue
to provide the support that our
families really need.
Thanks to the efforts of families,
the global Huntington’s scientific
community and industry are
approaching a point where
modification of the disease
is becoming a possibility. We
now have to devote time and
resources to develop our links
with government, industry and
academia to make sure that
people who could benefit from
any effective treatments have
swift and equal access to them.
Any new drugs are unlikely to be
licensed for at least three years,
but this is a short time given the
work that needs to be done. We
need to be at the heart of any
discussions, whilst retaining our
independence and focus. From
my point of view, these are “great
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problems to have”. We’ll also need
you, our members, to make your
voices heard.
Finally, I want to ask you
to prioritise the COVID-19
vaccination for you, and your
families and carers as soon
as you can. I understand that
some of you are nervous about
vaccinations for yourselves and
your loved ones, but the real
risks of COVID-19 are far greater
than any theoretical risk from
vaccination. We’re consulting
widely about this and will be
providing information for you as
soon as possible.
I hope you manage to get some
peaceful time in the festive
season.”

Professor Hugh Rickards
Chair of Trustees

Andrew B
i

ckerdike

Farewell and thank you
to our former Chair,
Andrew Bickerdike
In November we said goodbye
to our long-standing Chair,
Andrew Bickerdike. We would
like to say a huge THANK YOU
to Andrew for his wonderful
service as our Chair. We have
developed a lot as a charity
over the years and are so
thankful that he dedicated
time and expertise to our
cause. We know supporting
those affected by Huntington’s
disease has a special place
in Andrew’s heart and we
will carry on doing all we can
to advise and care for those
affected by the disease.
Our Treasurer, Nick Heath,
shared some lovely words
about Andrew at our recent
Annual General Meeting “Andrew’s first meeting as the
Chair was 5 December 2015,
taking over from Heather Thomas,
certainly an extremely hard
act to follow. Andrew brought
his immense experience of the
charity sector and in particular
his application of admin and
organisational experience to us
which has been invaluable over
the last five years. I can’t believe
it’s been five years since Andrew
took over and Heather wasn’t the
Chair, it just doesn’t seem like it
can possibly be that length of
time. It probably seems much
longer to you Andrew but I think
to us it doesn’t.
The whole Huntington’s Disease
Association has developed and
we all know it has continued
to develop in so many ways
over these five years. We’ve had

difficult decisions to make from
time to time and the Chair has
to ensure that all of the options
available are evaluated and
properly discussed. He’s got to
ensure that the objects of the
Association and the requirements
of the charity commission and
all the wishes of the members
are taken into account. This is a
difficult balancing act due to the
many pressures coming in from
different angles and obviously,
there’s the staff and all those
other things which naturally fall
into the lap of the person who
is the head of the organisation.
Andrew brought a calmness
and clarity of thought to this
which I think all the trustees
and hopefully, the members
appreciate and so, I would really
thank you, Andrew, for all of
your work with the Huntington’s
Disease Association which has
put the charity in a place where
it can actually deal with future
challenges. So on behalf of the
members, trustees, staff and
Huntington’s community, thank
you very much.”

Nick Hea

th
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Andrew had this to say about
his time as Chair of the board
of trustees at the Huntington’s
Disease Association “It really has been the honour of
my lifetime to be involved in the
Huntington’s Disease Association
and although I’m stepping down,
you all know that I’ll continue
to fundraise and keep in touch
because a lot of you know this is
something that is really personal
to me and to my family. I just
want to say a really genuine
thank you to all of the staff at the
Huntington’s Disease Association.
I know we’ve said that a couple of
times through this but they really
do go above and beyond what
you would expect from someone
in their work, it’s more than a job
to everyone that works at the
Huntington’s Disease Association.
I also want to thank all of the
trustees. The trustees could spend
their free time doing other things
but all of them choose to spend
their evenings and weekends
thinking about the work of the
Huntington’s Disease Association,
about money, services, planning,
science and everything else
that we really have to think
about. Lastly, I want to thank the
members and supporters of the
charity. The charity exists for all of
you and it’s a success thanks to
you and your support, your stories
and the inspiration they give, your
fundraising, your volunteering. I’ve
got to say I’m just hugely grateful
to be part of this community.
Thank you very much.”

Denial in
Huntington’s
disease
Denial in Huntington’s can be
a very difficult thing to handle
for the person experiencing
it, their loved ones and
carers. Terms such as ‘lack of
awareness’, ‘denial’, ‘insight’,
and ‘capacity’ are often used
to describe this problem. The
terms are used interchangeably
and this can be confusing.
If the person affected by
Huntington’s does not ‘see’
there is a problem, it can be
difficult getting support for
them.

the European Huntington’s
Disease Network, Alex is also
in the process of updating the
Best Practice Guidelines for
Occupational Therapists. She is
a guest lecturer on the University
of Birmingham Huntington’s
disease module and is studying
for her PhD in Social Cognition in
Huntington’s disease. Alex thinks
she has the best job in the world
and changes her hair colour a lot!

Alex Fisher, Senior
Occupational Therapist with
West Midlands Neuropsychiatry
and Huntington’s Disease
Service, tells us what to expect
and how to handle denial.
Alex also featured in our firstever Huntington’s Disease
Association podcast episode
with Neuropsychiatrist, and
our new Chair Professor Hugh
Rickards, in which they discuss
denial. You can listen to the
Denial In Huntington’s podcast
by visiting SoundCloud and
searching for ‘The Huntington’s
Disease Association’ to find our
profile.

“Pretty much everyone gets these
problems at some stage in the
illness and they are due to brain
change. Studies and our clinical
experiences tell us that almost
everyone with Huntington’s will
have a range of problems with
denial, lack of insight or awareness
and capacity. It’s important for
companions to understand this
as part of their own wellbeing
strategy but also for professionals
who may underestimate the
problems that denial and lack
of insight can cause for the
individual with Huntington’s and
their families. Professionals must
seek collateral information from
others who know the person.”

About Alex
Alex and her national
Occupational Therapist (OT)
colleagues produced the Clinical
Tips for Occupational Therapists
which can be found in the
‘Professionals’ section of our
website by navigating to ‘Best
practice in Huntington’s disease’
and looking under ‘Occupational
Therapists’. In conjunction with

How common are problems
with denial in people with
Huntington’s?

How do you use the various
terms relating to ‘denial’?
“Denial suggests that there is a
conscious, psychological effort
made to ‘deny’ change, but
we don ’t often meet people
who refuse to acknowledge
their condition in its entirety. As
Huntington’s is a brain disease,
and cognitive changes happen
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as a result of the brain change,
the ‘denial’ is more likely to be
due to the biological changes.
‘Insight’ is the ability to appreciate
the information you need to
understand something. It is not
the same as ‘capacity’ as this
is a legal term used to assess
whether a person has the
cognitive ability to reason about
a specific decision. We use ‘lack
of awareness’ to describe an
inability to appreciate impairment
or ability to function. People with
Huntington’s disease can have
a ‘lack of awareness’ and lack
of ‘insight’ in one area and not
in others. Testing of ‘capacity’ is
about a particular decision, so
it’s not a case of either they have
‘capacity’ or they don’t.”

How can families support a
loved one who is unaware of
their symptoms?
“It may be uncomfortable but
sometimes these concerns can
lead to behaviours which are a
risk for everyone and not just the
person with Huntington’s. If this is
the case, then companions should
seek support for themselves as
a priority by letting someone
know what is happening to them
and creating a plan to keep
themselves safe. If it’s safe to, be
gently curious. For example, ‘I’ve
noticed this, have you noticed this
too?’ rather than ‘you do this’ and
‘you don’t do that’. If your loved
one is open to support but not for
the thing that they are unaware
of or officially lack capacity about
– be creative. Language really
helps here – ‘helper’ not ‘carer’,
‘holiday’ not ‘respite’, ‘protein

gym supplements’ not ‘fortified
supplements’ and so on.”

It can be extremely hard for
families to access support
for their loved one if they
don’t recognise that they
have symptoms - have you
got any suggestions of how
to access services in these
circumstances?
“The short answer is yes. If your
loved one with Huntington’s is not
under a service, speak or write to
their GP. If this will cause tension,
make sure your conversation is
treated as confidential. They may
not be able to share information
with you or act but it’s about the
information being documented
and layers of evidence. If you are
caring for the individual (this can

Fundraising
success in
2020
Throughout 2020 we have
seen our supporters step up
momentously to help the
charity during COVID-19.
In a time where the world
had to shut down, our
supporters went the extra
mile to fundraise, creating
and participating in some
incredibly imaginative
events. Check out some of
#TeamHDA’s successes here!

be anything that helps the person
function), get a carer’s assessment
from the local authority. You
are legally entitled to this and it
recognises your needs. It’s about
evidencing the concerns. Keep a
diary of what is happening and
what the consequences were
for you and the person with
Huntington’s. You will be tired,
and we all forget what happened
and when. It also helps us
advocate on your behalf too. We
have to abide by legislation and
can sometimes only act when
issues reach a certain stage and
because we are not living your life,
evidence is especially important. It
will also help you notice changes
too. Most importantly companions
should seek support themselves
for things like dealing with
ambiguous loss when the person

with Huntington’s is physically
present but psychologically
absent. We can suggest all
the strategies in the world but
until you can accept what is
happening, you may not have the
energy to apply them.”

Manchester United
Girl’s Under 11 Squad
fundraise for coach with
Huntington’s disease

during the lockdown period. There’s
been a big focus on looking after
everybody’s wellbeing, staying
connected and giving to others.
So, as a team, we wanted to give
something back to Emma. We’re
all very proud to be a part of the
Manchester United family, we were
hoping to spread the news about
our charity run as far as possible
and raise as much money as we
could for the Huntington’s Disease
Association, especially as a lot of
other fundraising opportunities
such as the London Marathon
were cancelled due to COVID-19.
It was great for the team to
get together in small groups and
enjoy a socially distanced run with
Emma!”

The awesome Manchester
United Girl’s Regional Talent
Club, Under 11 Squad took on
a virtual 200-mile round trip of
running, walking and cycling to
raise funds for their much-loved
coach and Head of Girls Football
Development, Emma Fletcher,
who has Huntington’s disease.
They raised a total of £9,421 for
us while we all cheered them
on via social media! Check out
their promotional video online by
visiting our Vimeo page.
11-year-old Dixie Thirde from
Rossendale and member of
Manchester United Girl’s Regional
Talent Club, Under 11 Squad said,

“Myself and all my teammates
wanted to show Emma the same
support that she and the rest of
the Manchester United Foundation
staff have shown all the girls in
the Regional Talent Club, especially

de

Dixie Thir
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If you’d like to learn
more about Huntington’s
behaviours, see our Behaviour
and Communication guide
by visiting the ‘Getting help’
section of our website and
navigating to ‘Information
resources’. You can also contact
us on 0151 331 5444 or email
info@hda.org.uk to speak to a
Specialist Huntington’s Adviser
who can offer support and
advice.

You can still donate to
the girl’s fundraiser and
thank them for their
hard work by visiting
their ‘MU girls u11 200-mile challenge’
JustGiving page.

The 2.6
Challenge
After the cancellation of the
London Marathon in April, the
2.6 Challenge took its place. The
challenge called upon everyone
to save the UK’s charities during
the COVID-19 pandemic by
dreaming up an activity based
around the numbers 2.6 or 26
and completing it on Sunday
26 April, when the 40th London
Marathon should have taken
place. We had 25 amazing
fundraisers take part with
activities ranging from how
many keepie-ups they could
do in 2 minutes 36 seconds, to
completing an Ironman in their
back garden. The event raised
over £12,000. Two of our top stars
were Gareth Howells and Harley
Salter. Even the Huntington’s
Disease Association staff got
involved in the challenge,
taking on Rubix cubes, learning
languages and more!

Huntington’s
Disease Association
staff edition
Several members of the
Huntington’s Disease
Association staff took on the 2.6
challenge, including our Chief
Executive, Cath Stanley, who
walked 26 miles in the week
leading up to the challenge with
her pet dog, Alice! Our Head of
Fundraising, Joanne Dobbie,
decided to learn the numbers
1 - 26 in ten different languages.
She was then tested by
selecting a different language at
random for each number!
Joanne said,

“I'm proud to have raised money
for the fantastic charity I work
for. People gave what they could
and enjoyed watching me try to
recall 13 in Welsh!”
Many other staff members took
on the challenge, all together
raising a grand total of £1,918!

Our Ironman
Gareth Howells completed an Ironman in
his best friend's back garden as part of the
2.6 challenge. He raised over £1,900 for his
efforts. He even got his family and friends
involved as his wife, Sarah, and close friends,
Wyn and Rhian, joined in the challenge by
riding 26km on a stationary bike. Even his
children Gwen (5) and Ellis (3) did their part
by running for 26 minutes throughout the
marathon! Gareth said,

“We were homeless at the time, a family of four and two dogs. We got
caught in between house moves during the lockdown and couldn’t get a
rental or proceed with a purchase but our best friends took us in and
that’s where the garden Ironman took place.
Doing this with little to no training isn’t something I would advise
anyone to do but we turned quite a negative situation into a positive one
and not only raised money for the Huntington’s Disease Association but
created some unbeatable memories.”

Harley Salter
(Skywalker)
Harley Skywalker took it upon
himself to run 2.6 miles for ten
consecutive days on his Alinker
walking bike in order to run a
full marathon. Harley took just
over ten hours to complete
his run, smashing his initial
target and raising over £2,287.
He was also featured in local
papers and on our blog! Visit
our website, navigate to the
blog section and click ‘Harley
Skywalker takes on the 2.6
challenge’ to read more about
Harley’s success.
Harley said,

“I love meeting new people and
talking to them especially about
Star Wars. I am a huge fan. I
had my foot amputated in July
2018 due to a congenital birth
defect but I have done more
than ever to achieve goals and
defy the labels of my disabilities
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which also include autism, OCD,
Tourette’s and anxiety (but I
don’t use these labels to describe
myself - I am simply Harley!).
Last year Mum bought me an
Alinker walking bike and I have
not looked back. It has enabled
me to do more than I ever
thought was possible. I am doing
this challenge as it will give me
a focus and help me manage my
anxieties caused as a result of
all the COVID restrictions and
changes. I want to do something
that can make a difference
to people’s lives affected by
Huntington’s!”

Hannah’s
COVID safe
bake sales

London
Marathon
We have been so proud of our London
Marathon team this year, despite the
pandemic and the marathon being
cancelled twice, many of them have
kept their fundraising going! Particularly,
Sabiene North who has gone above and
beyond.

Socially-distant Sabiene

Sabiene North has been busy fundraising throughout
lockdown taking part in the 2.6 challenge and the virtual
London Marathon. She has been interviewed on BBC
Radio and featured in local media after encouraging
her town to host their own socially-distant version of
the London Marathon. Sabiene decided to reach out to
friends and family in the hope that she could complete
her own 26.2 miles with their support. To her delight, over
30 people wanted to get involved and run with Sabiene
in and around the Oxfordshire village to help raise funds
to support those with Huntington’s disease. You can read
more on Sabiene’s socially-distant success by visiting
our blog and navigating to ‘Dedicated fundraiser hosts
socially-distant London Marathon in hometown’.

#TeamHDA
honourable
mentions
Julie Hayden
Julie raised over £4,000 by
hosting jumble sales on
her drive. With every sale,
she included a leaflet to
help promote awareness of
Huntington’s disease.
Tom Hyett
Tom, alongside a number of
family and friends, took on his
own version of the Three Peak
Challenge and completed
a 30-mile hike raising over
£1,700.
Scott Oram
Scott hosted a virtual art sale
at the beginning of lockdown
which raised £4,800 and
had several notable artists
contribute work.

Shane Derby
Shane climbed Snowden
raising a whopping £3,315.
Every single one of our
fundraisers are brilliant and
do so much to support the
charity and those affected
by Huntington’s disease.
We want to say a huge
thank you to #TeamHDA for
working so hard this year
and for being there for us!
If you’d like to fundraise
for us, visit the fundraising
section of our website for
ideas and to register your
event!
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Hannah Elliot took
part in the virtual
London Marathon.
She hosted virtual events and
held COVID-19 safe bake sales
to continue raising money
in the wake of COVID-19
and the cancellation of the
marathon. Hannah managed
to complete the marathon
in an incredible 6 hours 45
minutes! She even managed
to convince two close friends
to cycle the distance with her.

Carrie-Anne
Wise’s challenge
extravaganza
When Carrie-Anne set out to
fundraise for the Huntington’s
Disease Association, she was
excited to complete the 40th
London marathon as it fell over
her 40th birthday. Unfortunately,
the cancellation of the marathon
scuppered Carrie-Anne’s plans,
or so you might think but it
didn’t stop her!
Carrie-Anne took part in the 2.6
challenge instead by taking part
in 26 challenges throughout
the week. She started off the
challenge a week before by
running a rainbow marathon
over seven days, dressing in a
different colour of the rainbow
every day. Then on the day of the
2.6 challenge she completed a
whopping 26 different events
– from a 2.6-mile dog walk to
eating 2.6 slices of birthday cake,
Carrie-Anne tried it all. She even
got her whole family involved
and had an absolute ball
carrying out her challenges!

Find peer
support

Get involved

We have a fantastic selection of
volunteer run branches and support groups
up and down the country. Since COVID-19
lockdown, many have been taking their
meetings online, offering opportunities of
support to those who may not be able to
leave the house. If you need support or advice
on living with Huntington’s from people in
a similar situation, take a look at our branch
and support group pages by visiting our
website and navigating to ‘Getting help’ and
find out if there’s a group in your area.

Due to the uncertainty around COVID-19, we are
not sure if all of our usual events will be taking
place in 2021 but don’t worry, we have some
exciting fundraising opportunities and digital
events planned for the year. Make sure to keep an
eye on the ‘Events’ section of our website for any
future events that may be confirmed for 2021.

January
#HDMove - Start your New Year with a
pledge to get moving for Huntington’s
throughout the month of January.

Join HD Voice

May

HD Voice is a panel of
volunteers who help us
learn about the needs
of families living with
Huntington’s based
on their experiences.
They work on different
projects to help us make
sure information, literature and research
has the biggest impact on those affected by
Huntington’s disease. Each member brings
their own speciality and experiences from
living in a Huntington’s family. You can visit
our HD Voice webpage by navigating to the
‘Get Involved’ section of our website to learn
more and apply to be a member.

#HDHike - As the weather brightens up,
why not take on our May challenge with
your own sponsored walk?

July
Virtual Huntington’s Disease Association
Volunteer Awards (Date TBC) - Our annual
volunteer awards ceremony is going
digital in 2021. Join us as we honour our
fabulous supporters over the past two
years.

August
#HDBike - Dust off your wheels, don your
helmet and cycle for Huntington’s disease
in August.

Educational and informative
webinars for all

October

Moving forward into 2021 we will be hosting
an array of webinars held by professionals
in the field. We cover a wide range of topics
associated with Huntington’s disease, so keep
an eye on the events section of our website
for upcoming webinars and to register for a
session. You can also visit our Vimeo account,
‘The Huntington’s Disease Association’, to
watch any past webinars including an update
on research from Professor Ed Wild.

#HD2hours - What can you do in two
hours for Huntington’s in October? It
can be anything from baking a cake to
completing a sponsored silence!
Family Weekend and Annual General
Meeting - We are hoping that on the 15 17 October 2021 we can to host our annual
family weekend, bringing people back
together and enjoying an educational
and fun packed weekend away.

November/December
Christmas Sprout Challenge - Love
them or hate them, will you dare to take
on our Christmas sprout challenge for
Huntington’s disease?
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Our online carers group
Caring for someone with
Huntington’s disease can be
emotionally and physically
challenging and very isolating.
COVID-19 has added to this
already difficult situation,
isolating carers further. That’s
why we have set up monthly
online Zoom meetings to give
carers the chance to meet up,
chat and share advice and
support - all without having to
leave home.
We’ve had brilliant feedback
regarding our carer groups
and would urge any carers
who needs support to get
involved. One of our carers
group regulars, Susan Fletcher,
tells us a bit about her life with
Huntington’s and how the
group has helped her.
“I found out about Huntington's
after taking my mother-in-law for
a routine check-up. I already had
two daughters from a previous
marriage and my husband,
Tracy, and I had a two-year-old
daughter of our own.
My mother-in-law had been
showing signs of odd arm
movement, moodiness and
becoming very rude to people.
Something she just never did
before. The doctor asked her if
there was Huntington's in the
family. I remember thinking,
"what's that?". My mother-in-law,
Tilly, fell to the floor, crying.
I then had it explained to me; the
life-limiting movements, brain
deterioration etc.
Tilly hadn't even told her
husband. Just said her mum was
in a mental institution and died
there, which was usually what
happened as no one knew what
Huntington’s was in those times.
It's often devastating when the
news is given. I had to go home,

tell my husband and his brother
that they were 50/50 likely to get
it. I also had the dreaded thought
that my little girl Alice, could
inherit it.
I joined the Huntington’s
Disease Association’s online
carers group as Huntington’s
is such a rare illness; it’s very
hard to describe. The person
affected by Huntington’s will tell
everyone they're fine, but it's a
very different story at home and I
needed advice on this.
I suffer from depression and now
take medication. It took me years
to acknowledge that. It finally
got the better of me after a hard
seven years as a primary school
headteacher. Then getting my
husband, Tracy's, Huntington’s
diagnosis a year later made it
a very tough few years. I had to
fight for PIP, going on Radio
4 and local TV to battle for all
those affected by Huntington’s
who were being assessed by a
criterion that simply didn't fit the
illness.
Our local Huntington's Disease
Association Specialist Adviser had
organised for me and four others
to meet once every few months
but it was difficult to all be free
at the same time and we were
spread out across the country,
which made things hard. The
online carers group was what all
of us had needed for a long time
really.
In a way, COVID-19 did us a favour.
Our Specialist Huntington’s
Adviser retired with no
immediate replacement planned,
so it was great when we found
out that advisers had arranged
Zoom meetings instead. So, at
last, although my hubby is in
the flat, I can set up my phone
in the bedroom and chat about
all the weird and wonderful and
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annoying and strange things that
make up Huntington’s disease!
I've learnt so much that helps
me but I've also been able to
help others which makes me
feel better. We've recently had a
new carer join who's just had the
devastating news I remember
receiving all those years ago, so
it was good to try to support and
ease her through all the stages
of when to tell the family, the
children, friends. It's such an
overwhelmingly hard part of the
whole thing.
We can have a good moan
when our partners are being
difficult but also laugh about
the funny things they say and
do. I also found out how to claim
for respite, something I was
desperate for after my mum died
in March. Now, we've started to
organise specific topics to cover
each month, so it's becoming
more and more supportive and
informative, people are no longer
having to stumble through the
plethora of claims for support
and equipment.
I truly hope we continue the
groups forever, I can honestly say
they've been a lifesaver for me.
A place to laugh, cry, swear and
curse about the cruel nature of
this illness, but also a place to live
and support others. The group
as a whole is fantastic and a
massive thanks needs to be said
to John Gregor and the rest of the
Huntington’s Disease Association
staff who are there for us.”
If you care for someone with
Huntington’s disease and would
like to join an online carers
meeting or learn more about
it, please contact Specialist
Huntington’s Adviser, John
Gregor on 0790 092 2522 or
email john.gregor@hda.org.uk.

‘Sometimes’

Putting
Huntington’s into
words - A poem by
Damon Arrand

by Damon Arrand

When you spend your life caring,
and the weight you are bearing,

We are pleased to share with you a lovely poem
written by Damon Arrand. Damon’s poem
brings taking time for yourself, even if just for
a moment, to the forefront of your mind, even
though we all know this is hard at times. Keep
reading to learn more about Damon and to
read his poem, ‘Sometimes’.

Take a minute sometimes
It certainly ain’t easy, it’s not
always bright and breezy,

“My name is Damon. I have worked in Special
Educational Needs and Disability education
for over 15 years and have worked closely with
people affected by Juvenile Huntington’s disease.
I have had relationships with those diagnosed,
parents, family carers, respite carers and medical
professionals. It has touched me immensely to
have witnessed the outstanding bravery, care,
sacrifice, suffering and love these families show.

So take a minute sometimes

I have raised funds for the Huntington’s Disease
Association in the past and have a monthly
donation subscription. It is a charity very close to
my heart despite not being affected by the disease
myself. I believe that through our efforts we can
find therapies or indeed one day eradicate this
debilitating condition. I recorded a CD some years
ago to raise funds and have recently recorded
another which should be released soon. I write
poetry on a variety of challenging issues and
attempt to do so with compassion, inspiration
and realism. I hope that you enjoy my writing
which has been influenced by my experience of
the bravery of Huntington’s disease families and
aims to be positive, with relatives and carers at
the forefront of my mind as I write. I wish you all a
very happy Christmas and hope that 2021 will be a
positive year for you all.”

We all play our part, and despite a
strong heart

No one taught us these rules, when
we were back in school,
To take a minute sometimes

Nobody told me,
Take a minute sometimes
A minute can be, the chance to
think about ‘we’
Even though we evade it sometimes
What more to say, not love fade
away
We all need a little sometimes
Hold on tight, continue the fight
Take a little yourself from the vine,
Remember, take a minute,
consider ‘your’ limit
Sometimes.
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Support us

Why your donation
is so important

We have Huntington’s Disease Association
branded snoods and face masks available
for you to purchase via our online shop. We
have chosen several eye-catching designs to
keep you looking stylish when out and about.
The snoods will make a perfect neck warmer
come mask for Christmas shopping. Masks are
priced at £6 and snoods at £10. The purchase
of these face coverings helps us support those
affected by Huntington’s disease during this
difficult time. Purchase yours today by visiting
our website and navigating to our shop or call
us on 0151 331 5444 to order via phone.

COVID-19 has had a big impact on the way we
support people affected by Huntington's disease,
but COVID-19 doesn’t mean Huntington's disease
stops. The Huntington's community faces the
same challenges it did before COVID-19. However,
it now faces those challenges in a different and
new world. A world with stringent social distancing
measures and greater pressure on health and
social care services, leaving Huntington's families
feeling even more isolated and vulnerable than
before. Our advisory service has seen an increase
in demand with our staff working with multiple
agencies to ensure families receive accurate and
up-to-date advice and get the support and care
they need.
Despite not being able to meet in-person, we are
still there to provide support to those that need
us as we did for this recent caller to our advisory
service,

“The Zoom meetings each month have been fabulous
in bringing our support group together. My husband
was admitted to a care home just before the first
lockdown and I have only seen him twice since then.
I had to admit that I couldn’t care for him any more
and my Specialist Adviser has helped me come to
terms with this over the months. I now feel less guilty
and I’m able to support others through our support
group meetings who are in a similar position to me.”
Your donation today will help us continue
providing advice and support through our
Specialist Advisory Service, informative and
educational website content, supportive social
channels, welfare grants and much more to
anyone affected by Huntington's disease.

Contact us

You can donate by using the button below,
by visiting the homepage of our website or by
calling us on 0151 331 5444 or email
info@hda.org.uk.

If you need advice, information or
support about Huntington’s disease
please contact us on 0151 331 5444
or email info@hda.org.uk.

Donate here

Huntington’s Disease Association,
Suite 24, Liverpool Science Park IC1,
131 Mount Pleasant, Liverpool, L3 5TF
Website - www.hda.org.uk
Facebook - @hdauk
Twitter - @HDA_tweeting
Instagram - @hdauk
LinkedIn - Huntington’s Disease Association
Vimeo - Huntington’s Disease Association

Registered charity no. 296453. A company limited by guarantee.
Registered in England no. 2021975.
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